
ANNEXA 

Claims 

1. A method for multiplexing of uplink data-non-associated control signalling, 

comprising: 

using a cyclic shift of a pre-determined sequence to generate an individual 

data-non-associated control signalling symbol sequence; 

spreading the individual data-non-associated control signalling symbol 

sequence; 

mapping the spread individual data-non-associated control signalling 

symbol sequence to an orthogonal resource; 

adding a cyclic prefix to the spread and mapped individual data-non

associated control signalling symbol sequence to form a data-non-associated 

control signalling information; and 

transmitting the data-non-associated control signalling information. 

2. The method of any preceding claim➔, wherein the orthogonal resources are within 

a semi-statically assigned time frequency region for UEs that transmit only L1/L2 

control information PesoUFee elements assigBed fop the tPaBsmissioFJ: of a f)h-ysieal 

Uf)liBk eoFJ:tPOl ehaFJ:FJ:el (PUCCH). 

3. The method of any preceding claim➔, where the data-non-associated control 

signalling comprises at least one of ACK information, NACK information, and CQI 

information, aFJ:d seheduliBg PeEJ:uest infePmatioFJ:. 

4. The method of any preceding claim➔, where spreading comprises using separate 

spreading operations for ACK/NACK and reference sequences. 

5. The method ofany preceding claim-±, where the pre-determined sequence comprises 

constant amplitude zero auto correlation sequences (CAZAC) or zero 

autocorrelation sequences (ZAC). 
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6. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the spreading uses Hadamard 

spree.ding. 

7. An a:;:,paratus (10, 12, 14) for multiplexing of uplink data-non-assodated control 

signali.F..g, comprising: 

1 unit (10E) configured to use a cycli::: shift of a pre-:letermin2d sequencE to 

.5enerate an individual data-non-1ssociated cm:trol sigmaling syobol 

,:iequence; 

a spreading unit (10F) configured to spread t::ie individu1l data-non

associated control signaling symbol sequence; 

a mapping unit (10H) configured to map the spr•~ad individcal data-non

associated control signaling symbol sequence to an orthogona~ resource; 

a processor (10A, 12A, 14A) configUFed to add a cyclic prefo: to the sprrnd 

and mapped individual data-non-associated control sigBaling symbol 

sequence to form a data-non-associa:::ed control signaling infor:nation; ar_d 

a transmitter unit (10D, 12D) configure:l to transmi: t.he data-n.c-n-associated 

control signaling information. 

8. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein the orthogonal rEsources are \vithin a semi

statically assigned time frequency region for UEs that tra::1smit only L1/L2 cor:.trol 

information FesouFee elemeHts assigHed feF tFaHSfflissieB of a f)i:1sieal Uf)liHlc 

eoHt:·:il 2haHHel (PUCCH). 

9. The <:.pparatus of any of claim§ 7 to 8, wherein the data-non-asscc:ated cont::-ol 

signajng comprises at least one of ACK information, NACK informa::on, 2.nd CQI 

information, aH:d seheduliHg Fequest iHfeFmE:tioH. 

10. The api:aratus of any of claim§ 7 JQ__g_, whereir:. spreading ccmprises ·Jsing separate 

sequences for control data information and reference signal informatic-n. 

11. The <:.pparatus of any of claim§ 7 to 10, wl:erein the pre-determined seq·1er:.ce 

comprises constant amplitude zero auto ccrrelation sequences (CAZAC) or zEro 

autoc-xrelation sequences (ZAC). 

12. The apparatus of any of claims 7 to 11, flrther com::_Jrising sprrnc:Eng using 

Hada:nard spreading. 
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13. The apparatus of any of claims 7 to 12, wherein the apparatus is a user equipment 

(UE). 

14. A computer readable medium encoded with a computer program (10C, 12C, 14C) 

executable by a processor (10A, 12A, 14A) to perform actions for multiplexing of 

uplink data-non-associated control signaling comprising: 

using a cyclic shift of a pre-determined sequence to generate an individual 

data-non-associated control signaling symbol sequence; 

spreading the individual data-non-associated control signaling symbol 

sequence; 

mapping the spread individual data-non-associated control signaling symbol 

sequence to an orthogonal resource; 

adding a cyclic prefix to the spread and mapped individual data-non

associated control signaling symbol sequence to form a data-non-associated 

control signaling information; and 

transmitting the data-non-associated control signaling information. 
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ANNEXB 

Claims 

Insert a new claim 2 (with consequential re-numberir_g): 

The method o: claim 1, wr_erein the uplink dat3.-non-associate6 control signalling is 

multiplexed kto a 180 kHz PRB. 

Amend current claim 6 (renumbEred claim 7): 

{r.-.z,_ The method of any preceding claim, whuein the spreading uses Hadamard 

spreading, performed with SF=4. 

Insert a new claim 9 (v.rith consequential renumb2rbg) after currer..t claim 7 (renumbered 

claim 8): 

9..,_ The apparatru: of claim 8, wherein the uplink data-non-associated control signalling 

is multiplexed into a 180 kHz PRE. 

Amend current claim 8 (renumbEred 10): 

&10. The apparatu!E of any of chim~ 1t8 to 9. ¼hereb the orthogonal resources' are within 

a semi-statically assigned time frequency region for UEs that transmit onlv L1/L2 

control information Fesot1Fee e~cmeHts rnsig.0:ed foF tFaHsmissioH of a physieal 

B:pliHk eoH:tFd eha0:0:el (PTJCCH) . 

. Amend current claim 12 (renumbered claim 14): 

½2-c!.4,_ The apparatus of any of claimE 7~ to Hl3, further comp:ising Epreading using 

Hadamard spreading, performed. wi:h SF =4. 
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